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A BLUE PEARL granite memorial with a BLACK granite heart
shaped insert. Customise this design with a laser-etched picture
of your loved one, their favourite pastime or country scene. The
flowers around the heart can be painted or gilded to match the

inscription. The headstone has a polished face, sanded back and
rustic edges. The base has a polished top with rustic sides.

301 Lloyd

5
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A BON ACCORD DARK GREY granite memorial
with a gilded line and cross. The leaves are left
unpainted, but can be gilded/painted if desired.
Shown in an all polished low maintenance finish.

670 Bates

1

This modern design in NORDEN GREY granite, illustrates a family
name plate and flower container combination which is raised off
the base, producing a stylish alternative to the norm. The headstone
and nameplate have a polished face with the remainder sanded
(unpolished). The base has a polished top with sanded edges and

the small block under the nameplate is all sanded.

2

607 Noble

Illustrated in TWILIGHT granite, this stunning
memorial has beautiful hand carved lilies
(representing purity and immortality). This

unusual shaped memorial has an all polished
low maintenance finish.

672 Marshall

3

This all polished low maintenance BLACK
granite memorial has an unusual round window
fitted into the headstone allowing the natural

light to capture the colourful effect of this
beautiful stained glass rose ornament. An
alternative stained glass window can be

designed for a little extra cost.

609 Michie

4
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An ITALIAN WHITE MARBLE book with a carved
cord and tassel in relief. Supplied to a rubbed

(non-reflective) finish.

8

187 Carter
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This popular memorial is illustrated in KARIN
GREY granite with a rustic margin. The

headstone has a sanded face and back with
rustic edges. The base has a sanded top and

rustic sides.

521 Birnie

6
most ornaments
and materials

are interchangeable

7

An all polished low maintenance MOSS GREEN
granite memorial. A polished chamfer across
the top and down the sides adds a distinguished
feature to this shapely memorial. The front of
the base is splayed to facilitate a family name.

656 Coleby

9

The colour variation in this AMADEUS granite
memorial combined with the distinctive hand
masoned shape and circular lettering panel,

make this a very attractive and unique design.
It has a polished lettering panel, sanded back
and remainder rustic. The complementary base

has a polished top and rustic sides.

921 Walker

10

An all polished low maintenance BLACK granite
memorial. The ornament illustrates the outline

of a heart surrounded by roses and leaves,
symbolising love. Normally supplied with a

family initial in the ornament.

843 Boyd
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This BON ACCORD DARK GREY granite memorial has a
traditional gothic shaped top and a deeply carved Celtic
ornament. The base displays an optional family name in
raised granite letters. It is shown here with a polished
face to the headstone, and front and top of main base.

The remainder is sanded (unpolished).

673 Baldwin

11

Illustrated in MOSS GREEN granite with an all
polished low maintenance finish. Carved roses
surround a scroll ideal for a family initial. The
memorial also has barrel shaped sides and a
special chamfered edge to enhance the look of

the memorial.

674 Forrest

13

12

This traditional design is one of our best selling
memorials. Illustrated in KARIN GREY granite
with polished leaf ornament and a space for an

optional family initial. The headstone has a
polished face, sanded back and rustic edges.
The base has a sanded top and rustic sides.

514 Moir

14

An all polished low maintenance BLACK granite
heart memorial with a polished rose ornament

(symbol of love).

658 Oswald

15

A simple Latin cross memorial shown in
GLENABY GREY granite with a bronze crucifix
pinned to the cross. The cross and die have a

polished face with the remainder sanded
(unpolished). The base has a polished top and

front with sanded sides.

669 Kendall
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Illustrated in BAHAMA BLUE granite, this very
modern sculpture has been timelessly carved
and polished by hand to produce these dolphins

on waves. The main lettering panel is heart
shaped. The memorial has an all polished low

maintenance finish.

675 Merchant

17

One of our best selling lower cost memorials
illustrated in BON ACCORD DARK GREY granite
with a deeply carved ornament. The memorial
has a polished face to the headstone, polished

top to the base and the remainder sanded
(unpolished).

854 Sullivan

20

16

Shown in a rubbed (non-reflective) finish, this
ITALIAN WHITE MARBLE book style memorial
has a beautiful carved rose ornament at the
top, symbolising love and purity. The base is

shaped to complement the headstone.

105 Roper

18

Illustrated in VERDE CANDEIAS granite, this
memorial has a rustic margin to add emphasis
to the inscription panel. The headstone has a
polished face, sanded back and rustic edges.
The base has a polished top with rustic sides.

629 Craig

19

Illustrated in AURORA granite, this unique
design features a very unusual shaped

headstone with an intricate floral carving partly
in relief and climbing the edge of the raised

polished lettering panel. The headstone has a
sanded rebated area surrounding the panel,

sanded back and rustic edges. The base has a
polished top and front, with rustic sides.

616 Thornton
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Pictured in RUBY RED granite is this grand
design with spiral pillars and cap. It provides
the family with a 'temple' to remember their
loved one. The memorial has an all polished

low maintenance finish.

676 Lumsden

24

An all polished low maintenance BLACK granite
memorial displaying an etched and highlighted

ornament. A text can be lettered within the
banner as an alternative to the family name.

844 Haythorn

21
23

This simple but elegant 'Victorian' style column
memorial illustrated in BOHUS PINK granite,
is ideal for recording the names of the entire

family. The design of the memorial is such that
all four sides have the same lettering space.

Although standing tall, the stability of this
memorial is second to none due to its square
base and evenly tapered sides. The column and

top base have polished lettering areas with
sanded perimeters and tops. The bottom base

is all sanded.

640 Harrison

22

This popular simple memorial illustrated in
NORDEN GREY granite has a polished face to
the headstone with rustic edges, and a base

with a polished top and rustic sides.

628 Torley

25

Illustrated in MOSS GREEN granite, this new design has
a real stained glass window fitted to the headstone. The
natural light captures the Celtic ornament beautifully,

complementing the soft curves of this memorial perfectly.
An alternative stained glass ornament can be designed

for a little extra cost. It has an all polished low
maintenance finish.

621 Deveron
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This modern memorial illustrated in BAHAMA
BLUE granite has rebated edges either side of
the lettering panel, framing it beautifully. The
memorial has an all polished low maintenance

finish.

677 Baker

26

28

This BON ACCORD DARK GREY granite provides
a good contrast to the gilded cross and coloured

honeysuckle ornament. An all polished low
maintenance finish is shown.

243 Cambridge

30

A BLACK granite memorial with an all polished
low maintenance finish. The large very effective

last supper scene has been laser etched to
achieve remarkable detail and accuracy.

679 Foreman

29

27

Illustrated in BLACK granite, this chunky 150mm (6") thick
headstone has a polished face, sanded back and rustic edges. The

base has a polished top with rustic sides and features a fine
example of an optional polished lettering panel, which can be

sized to suit your family name.

612 Belford

684 Emery
This stunning memorial illustrated in AURORA
granite has been beautifully worked by hand
ensuring no two will ever be identical. The all
in one head piece has a polished lettering panel

with rounded edges, a rustic boulder style
surround, and a polished back. The base has

an all rustic finish.
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home visits
available
on request

An all polished low maintenance BLACK granite
memorial, displaying a laser etched and

highlighted rose ornament, with a scroll ideally
suited for a family initial.

213 Hunt

31

A BON ACCORD DARK GREY granite memorial
with a deeply carved flower and scroll ornament.
It has an all polished low maintenance finish.

852 Jenkins

32

33

An unusual eight sided memorial, illustrated
in ROSEWOOD RED granite with an all polished

low maintenance finish. The face of the
headstone has a very attractive polished rose
border all around, providing a beautiful frame

for the inscription.

40 Cushnie

34

This GLENABY GREY granite memorial has been
hand masoned to create this unusual shape.
This modern design takes its influence from

the Scottish architect/designer/artist Charles
Rennie Mackintosh and has a large rose

ornament modelled on his style. The headstone
has a polished face, sanded back and rustic

edges. The base has a polished top with
rustic sides.

305 Mackintosh

35

An all polished low maintenance BLACK granite
book mounted on rests and a base. The book
is fully shaped with a cord and tassel in relief

and rebated edges.

608 Holland
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This substantial memorial illustrated in INDIAN
DAKOTA granite has a 150mm (6") thick

headstone, To display fully it’s ornate shape.
The base is designed to accommodate a family
name or a small text. It has an all polished low

maintenance finish.

671 Redford

40

A BON ACCORD DARK GREY granite memorial
with a floral ornament. The memorial has a

polished face to the headstone and top of base
with the remainder sanded (unpolished).

208 Jones

38

A BLACK granite memorial with an all polished
low maintenance finish. The coloured country

scene ornament can be personalised.

209 Winlow

3936

Illustrated in BOHUS PINK granite, this attractively shaped
memorial has been hand masoned with a rustic margin
to embellish the lettering panel. The base has a trough
for plants or flowers. The headstone has a polished face,
sanded back and rustic edges. The base has a polished

top and rustic sides.

824 Peters

37

An unusual triple heart design shown in BLUE PEARL
granite to display the superb workmanship and deeply
carved ornament on this memorial. The memorial has
a polished face to the headstone, a polished top and front
to the base and the remainder sanded. Initials or brief

pieces of text may be chosen instead of the photographic
plaque in the small hearts.

9214 Traynor
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A traditional design illustrated in KARIN GREY
granite, this substantial family memorial has
an intricate floral carving at the top of the pillars,
framing nicely the large lettering panel. It has
a polished face, pillars and top of base, with

the remainder sanded (unpolished).

680 Ashcroft

44

A BALMORAL RED granite memorial illustrated
with an attractive deep carving of roses (symbol
of love) and a polished cross. The finish shown

is all polished.

857 Norwood

43

45

A traditinal Scottish style memorial, illustrated in BLACK
granite on a contrasting KARIN GREY granite base, with
a traditional church window ornament. The headstone
has a polished face, sanded back and rustic edges. The

base has a sanded top with rustic sides.

515 Barr

41

A unique premium quality memorial illustrated
in BEST SWEDISH EBONY granite. It has an all
polished low maintenance finish with tapered
sides and a special chamfered edge feature to

enhance the Madonna and roses ornament.
This ornament has been etched using laser

technology to provide greater detail and
accuracy. The base is shaped to complement

the headstone.

861 Leiper

This EMERALD PEARL granite memorial displays a fine
combination of deep green and blue colour and is

illustrated with a raised polished panel on the face of
the headstone and top of base. The sanded rebates

around the panels add emphasis to the unusual shape
of this "wee gem". The back of the headstone is sanded

with the edges and sides of the base rustic.

42

623 Davidson
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Illustrated in RUBY RED granite this memorial
with it's very traditional shape and intricate

carved ornament, has a base designed to take
a family name or small inscription, and a

matching sub-base. It has an all polished low
maintenance finish.

681 Hird

48

An all polished low maintenance BLACK granite
memorial shown with a classic cut and gilded

line. A very popular memorial.

222 Sagar

49

BON ACCORD DARK GREY granite is used for
this memorial which shows a cut and painted
ornament, particularly popular in rural areas

whereby the cereal crop (wheat is
shown) can be varied. The memorial has a

polished face to the headstone and top of base
with the remainder sanded (unpolished).

223 Potter

50

46

Illustrated in BAHAMA BLUE granite, this
shapely all polished low maintenance memorial

has polished chamfers and a deeply carved
thistle ornament across the top. The base has
a splayed front ideally suited for a family name,

and two deeply carved thistles to match
the headstone.

604 Barratt

47

A BOHUS PINK granite tablet style headstone
mounted on rests with a base and sub-base.

The memorial has a polished face with a shape
carved flower and book ornament, a polished

top and front to the upper base, with the
remainder sanded (unpolished).

9210 Gregson
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A BLACK granite memorial with KARIN GREY
granite pillars. An elegant design with fluted

detail on both pillars. Can be manufactured in
any two combinations of granite. It has an all

polished low maintenance finish.

683 Templeton

54

An all polished low maintenance  BLACK granite
memorial depicting a sunset scene with gilded

sun. This ornament can be personalised if
desired.

864 Edmondson

55

51

An attractive, all polished low maintenance
BLACK granite memorial with tapered sides

and a polished chamfer to embellish the
lettering area. The base has a splayed face on

the front designed for a family name.

603 Webster

52

This novel design illustrated in BON ACCORD DARK GREY
granite has a most intricate hand carved floral ornament
that climbs and overlaps the edge of the raised polished
lettering panel. The rest of the headstone has a sanded
margin on the face, sanded back and edges. The base
has a polished panel for a family name with matching
carved flowers on either side. The top of the base is

polished and the sides are sanded (unpolished).

605 Ogilvie

53

A KARIN GREY granite memorial handcrafted
into this unique shape, with a rustic margin to

enhance the lettering panel. The doves and
scroll ornament have been deeply carved and
outlined in black to give extra definition. The

scroll is ideal for a family name. The headstone
has a polished face, sanded back and rustic

edges. The base has a polished top and
rustic sides.

613 Cameron
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A BLUE PEARL granite memorial showing an
example of a book outline with a deeply carved

rose ornament on a conventionally shaped
memorial. The finish shown is all polished.

851 Fisher

56

Shown in AURORA granite with a rustic margin
to add emphasis to the inscription panel. The
headstone has a polished face, sanded back

and rustic edges. The base has a polished top
and rustic sides.

215 Kelly

57

Illustrated in KARIN GREY granite with a
distinctive bronze cross and rose which is

optional. This memorial has a polished face to
the headstone and top of base, with the

remainder sanded (unpolished).

850 Wilson

58

memorials
are for the living

59

This inexpensive BON ACCORD DARK GREY
granite memorial has a polished face to the

headstone, vase and top of base, with the
remainder being sanded. The separate granite
vase prevents the inscription from being hidden

by flowers.

659 Nixon

60

Illustrated in BLACK granite with an all polished
low maintenance finish. This memorial has

barrel sides and a special chamfered edge to
enhance the look of the memorial. A choice of

laser etched figure ornaments is available.

984 Merkland
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61

memorials
can be supplied
with or without
a container hole

for flowers

This all polished low maintenance BLACK
granite memorial, displays a fine example of a
lightly etched and coloured ornament which
can be modified to suit individual tastes e.g.

different flowers, non-coloured etc.

225 Rosehill

62

63

This inexpensive memorial illustrated in KARIN
GREY granite, has a flower container positioned

to the right of the headstone, allowing the
inscription to be in full view at all times. The
headstone has a polished face, sanded back

and rustic edges. The base has a polished top
with rustic sides.

627 Morton

An ARCTIC GREEN granite ‘Gates of Heaven’
memorial with gilded ornamentation and

optional bronze figure. It has an all polished
low maintenance finish.

64

241 Richards

678 Hobbs
This striking memorial illustrated in RAINBOW
SANDSTONE is irregular in shape and the multi-
coloured material ensures no two will ever be

the same. The beautifully smooth, rounded
edges and trough style base for flowers, add

the finishing touches to this unique memorial.
It has an all rubbed (non-reflective) finish.
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68

This contemporary wheel cross is shown in BOHUS PINK
granite, featuring an optional deeply carved Celtic

ornament on the centre boss. The 150mm (6") thick
headstone has a raised polished lettering panel for the

inscription, sanded back and the remainder rustic.

An all polished low maintenance BLACK granite
memorial. A contrasted sanded background
creates the heart shaped lettering panel and

the floral ornament.

845 Allan

65

All polished low maintenance BLACK granite memorial
showing a very simple but effective gilded cross.

247 Buckingham

69

66

This all polished low maintenance ROSEWOOD
RED granite memorial has a gilded corner rose
ornament with lined margins forming a frame
around the inscription area. It is shown here

with an optional grey granite sub-base, which
has an all sanded finish.

619 Crombie

67

This memorial illustrated in BAHAMA BLUE
granite has a real stained glass window fitted
into the headstone, allowing the natural light
to capture the colourful effect of this beautiful

ornament. An alternative stained glass
ornament can be designed for a little extra cost.
It has an all polished low maintenance finish.

620 Rendall

841 Bayne
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Illustrated in BON ACCORD DARK GREY granite,
this modern design depicts a headstone within
a headstone. The front edges of both headstone
and base are rounded. The 'inner headstone'
has a rough picked finish and its 'outer' shell
and base has an all polished low maintenance

finish.

689 Fawcett

70

An elaborate scroll design with deeply carved
roses (symbol of love), framing the lettering
area. This beautiful INDIAN DAKOTA granite

memorial has an all polished low maintenance
finish.

686 Pottinger

72

This modern design illustrated in RUBY RED
granite has a unique rebated fan effect across
the top and to the left, complimenting the granite
ball pinned securely to the top. A contrasting

colour of ball can be chosen if preferred. It has
an all polished low maintenance finish.

687 Marr

73

we specialise in
unique and individually

styled memorials
71

A KARIN GREY granite memorial with deeply
carved floral ornament and rustic margin. The
headstone has a polished face, sanded back

and rustic edges. The base has a polished top
and rustic sides.

9411 Mossford
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This KARIN GREY granite memorial has a real
stained glass window fitted to the headstone.

The natural light captures the butterfly
ornament beautifully, complementing the

curved shape of this memorial perfectly. It has
an all polished low maintenance finish.

688 Elder

74

Illustrated in PARADISO granite, this memorial
has a chamfered edge to the top and right hand
side, balancing the large silver floral display
and family initial. The roses (symbol of love)

frame the initial perfectly and can be coloured
to either match or contrast the lettering. It has

an all polished low maintenance finish.

690 Falconer

75

A RIVER BLUE granite memorial with an all
polished low maintenance finish. This design
has simple soft curves with chamfered edges

to enhance the lettering area.

685 Hobson

77

An all polished low maintenance BLACK granite
memorial with a book outline and floral

ornament.

 228 Page

76

78

A substantial NORDEN GREY granite memorial, brick effect
memorial. Made from one piece, this rugged headstone has been
hand crafted to look like it has been built using pieces of stone

forming a protective wall around the inscription details. The sunken
inscription panel has an axed (unpolished) finish, with the remainder

of the headstone being rustic. The base is all rustic.

660 Henderson
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A NORDEN GREY granite memorial. The
headstone has a raised lettering panel which

is shown in a honed (non-reflective) finish,
sanded back and rustic edges. The base has a

honed top and rustic sides.

524 Smith

79

Illustrated in BALMORAL RED granite, this
traditionally shaped headstone has a polished
face, sanded back and rustic edges. The bow

front base has a polished top and rustic sides.

691 Rushton

81

This WESSEX BUFF stone memorial has a
simple engraved cross top centre and the
headstone and base have complementary

rounded corners. It has an all rubbed (non-
reflective) finish.

692 Greenwood

82

A KARIN GREY granite memorial with an elegant
moulded edge. The memorial has a honed (non-
reflective) face to the headstone, honed top to

the base and the remainder sanded
(unpolished).

237 Scully

83

This very attractive BROWN SANDSTONE
memorial has a traditional Norman Round
shaped top to the headstone with a deeply

carved floral ornament. It has a rubbed finish
(non-reflective).

80

602 Winters
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Illustrated in NABRESINA this simple memorial
has a latin cross cut and painted black in each

corner. It has an all rubbed (non-reflective)
finish.

693 Hislop

85

Illustrated in BON ACCORD DARK GREY granite,
this memorial has a large deep carved lily

ornament (representing purity and immortality).
The headstone has a honed (non-reflective)

face, sanded (unpolished) back and rustic edges.
The base has a honed top and rustic sides.

694 Frost

87

This plain memorial is illustrated in PORTLAND
stone and displays a traditional gothic shape.

It has a rubbed (non-reflective) finish.

239 Driver

84

BOHUS PINK granite is used here to good effect
to display a deeply carved dove ornament,

symbolising peace. The memorial has a polished
face to the headstone and top of base with the

remainder sanded (unpolished).

865 Atkinson

86

This attractive memorial is illustrated in 150mm
(6”) thick WESSEX BUFF stone. The headstone
features an unusual shaped lettering panel, a

superb floral carving in relief and a sloping
weathered ledge at the bottom. This memorial
has a rustic back and sides with the remainder

rubbed (non-reflective).

90 Grassby

88
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This boulder style scroll illustrated in INDIAN DAKOTA
granite is a unique alternative to a conventional

headstone. It has a fully shaped polished face with the
back and sides rustic.

700 Shand

90
This AMADEUS granite memorial has a large
bronze tree, celebrating life and knowledge,

embedded into the face. It is designed to allow
a large proportion buried below ground for extra
stability, and has an 'apron' style base which
butts onto the front. It has an all polished low

maintenance finish.

697 Shields

91

This spectacular one piece memorial illustrated
in BLACK granite, displays intricate rope work
and hand carved log effect detail. The polished

lectern style book and scroll provides two
lettering areas. The polished circle between the

rope and scroll is ideal for a family initial.

699 Hilton

92
89

This substantial 300mm (12") thick, rugged
boulder style memorial is pictured in AURORA
granite. The irregular hand chipped edge means
no two will ever be the same. It has a polished

face, sanded back and rustic edges.

630 Dalgetty

93

Illustrated in VERDE CANDEIAS granite, this 150mm (6")
thick boulder style memorial is hand masoned to create

a natural rugged appearance. It is designed to stand
alone with 150mm (6") underground (not shown) for

increased stability. It has a polished face, sanded back
and rustic edges.

632 Abbott

below ground
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Illustrated in MOSS GREEN granite, this
stunning monolith has a 300mm square stained
glass window to capture the light, beautifully

highlighting the country scene. The front corners
and edges are rounded to complete the look.

The memorial is designed to have a large
proportion buried underground for extra stability
and has an all polished low maintenance finish.

695 Yeats

96

This STAR GALAXY granite memorial has a
bronze rose (symbol of love) embedded into the
face, to complement the bronze sparkle in the
granite perfectly. The memorial is designed to
have a large proportion buried under the ground
for extra stability, and has a wrap around 'apron'
style base that butts onto the front. It has an

all polished low maintenance finish.

696 Thow

97

This substantial boulder style memorial is
shown in 150mm (6") thick KARIN GREY granite.
It has a deeply carved rose ornament (symbol
of love) and an irregular rustic margin, which
enhances the lettering panel. The memorial
has a sanded (unpolished) face, sanded back

and rustic edges.

94

545 Stevens
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This Scottish CAITHNESS STONE memorial, with its slate
like characteristics, has a traditional gothic shaped top
and is designed to stand alone with 300mm (12") below

ground level (not shown). It has an all rubbed (non-
reflective) finish. Please note….due to the nature of this
material, this memorial will weather and its colour will

change over time. (weathered memorial illustrated)

637 MacEwan

98

This very unusual boulder has been manufactured in
NORDEN GREY granite and has a BON ACCORD DARK
GREY granite oval lettering panel. The substantial boulder,
of which no two will ever be the same, has been hand
masoned to give an all rustic finish. The oval lettering

panel has an all polished finish.

635 Quinn

below ground
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100

This traditional family memorial, illustrated in KARIN
GREY granite, has proved popular over the years, with
its attractive rebated top and its large raised lettering

panel. The base has a weathered (sloping) top to
complement the design. It has an all sanded

(unpolished) finish.

2073 Gibson

99

This substantial family memorial illustrated in EMERALD PEARL
granite, has deeply carved corner roses (symbol of love) and

perimeter lines that form a framework around the inscription.
This material displays a fine combination of deep green and blue
colour. The 125mm (5") thick headstone and both bases have an

all polished low maintenance finish.

 636 McFarlane
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This stunning PARADISO granite memorial has a large traditional
gothic shaped centrepiece with a stained glass window designed
to capture the natural light, to provide a colourful back drop for
the marble figure. A bronze figure can be supplied if preferred.

The memorial has an all polished low maintenance finish.

698 O’Brien

102

help with inscriptions
is readily available

101

Unusual three-piece memorial shown in BLACK granite. The two
headstones combine to create a symbol of a cross which is
highlighted by a cut and gilded line around the edge. The

headstones have a polished face with the remainder sanded
The base has a polished top and front with the remainder

sanded (unpolished).

870 Gunn
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This ITALIAN WHITE MARBLE book style
memorial has an integrated fully carved figure
of an angel, watching over the book. The detail
in the carving is exceptional, and is supplied in

a rubbed (non-reflective) finish.

712 Rutherford

104

105

103

Teddy shaped memorial illustrated in BLUE PEARL
granite. The headstone has a polished face, sanded back
and rustic edges. The base has a polished top and front
with rustic sides. Also popular in Bohus pink granite and

Italian white marble.

863 Wilkinson

106

Small heart shaped tablet style memorial in
ROSEWOOD RED granite. It has an all polished

low maintenance finish.

257 Dunn

An all polished low maintenance BLACK granite
memorial with a laser etched ornament of a

small boy walking up stairs to Heaven.
Customise this memorial with a laser-etched

ornament of your choice.

9812 Weir
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This MOSS GREEN granite heart shaped
memorial has a subtle chamfer around the

headstone and the top of the base,
complementing the unusual shape at the top.

The memorial has an all polished low
maintenance finish.

714 Banks

110

This ‘Thomas the Tank’ themed memorial,
illustrated in BAHAMA BLUE granite, has an all
polished low maintenance finish. Shown here

with maintenance free lettering.

715 Conway

111Illustrated in TWILIGHT granite this colourful
memorial has a painted fairy on a toadstool and

different coloured butterflies. It has an all
polished low maintenance finish.

713 Parker

109

A KARIN GREY granite memorial with a coloured
‘Pooh bear’ ornament. The headstone has a
polished face, sanded back and rustic edges.
The base has a polished top and rustic sides.

645 Hide

108

107

An ITALIAN WHITE MARBLE
memorial with a carved angel ornament. The
memorial has a rubbed (non-reflective) finish.

19006 Tasker
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All honed (non-reflective) BON ACCORD DARK
GREY granite wedge shaped marker.

258 Benson

117112

VERDE CANDEIAS granite marker with a
raised polished panel surrounded by a

rustic border and edges.

9819 MacDonald

113

GLENABY GREY granite with scroll and roses
ornament. Illustrated with a polished face and

rustic edges.

410 Garden

114

KARIN GREY granite with deeply carved corner
roses (symbol of love). Illustrated with a polished

face and rustic edges.

9816 Corbett

115

All polished low maintenance BLACK granite
desk style marker memorial with a facility

for flowers.

264 Court

116

BLACK granite with engraved book ornament.
Illustrated with a polished face and rustic edges.

403 Paterson

118

A BOHUS PINK granite desk style marker with
a facility for flowers and a highlighted and gilded
lily ornament (symbol of purity). It has a polished

sloping lettering face and top, with the
rest rustic.

647 Blacklaw
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Illustrated in PARADISO granite, this sloping
desk style marker with a facility for flowers has

an all polished low maintenance finish.

705 Laing

124

flat marker memorials
are placed on a suitable
support but are not fixed

A Typical Cumbrian GREEN SLATE wall plaque.

262 Russell

121

119

A BALMORAL RED sloping wedge style marker
with an attractive shaped top and cut and gilded
line forming a frame around the inscription. It

has an all polished low maintenance finish.

642 Gourley

120

An ITALIAN WHITE MARBLE book with fully
carved cord and tassel. Supplied to a rubbed

(non- reflective) finish.

9818 Tully

122

Illustrated in BLACK granite, this heart shaped
marker has a polished face with rustic edges.

The photo plaque is an optional extra.

646 Bell

123

An EMERALD PEARL granite tablet style
memorial with a facility for flowers. This

material displays a fine combination of deep
green and blue colour. The

memorial has a polished top and sanded
(unpolished) edges.

265 Green

125

Wedge style marker illustrated in BON ACCORD
DARK GREY granite. This marker has a polished

sloping face and the remainder
sanded (unpolished).

9820 Little
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An ITALIAN WHITE MARBLE vase with
a beautifully carved rose in relief

(symbol of love) on the corner, and a
separate plinth.

709 Aldren

126

This unusual vase illustrated in
INDIAN DAKOTA granite has been
carved to resemble a wooden log.

707 Log

127

128

A BLACK all polished low maintenance
vase with a small laser etched rose

ornament (symbol of love).

644 Brydon

An all polished low maintenance
BLACK granite vase.

129

651 Hardie

A KARIN GREY granite vase with floral
carving. It has a polished face, sanded

top and rest rustic.

130

512 S.G.G.

A BOHUS PINK vase hand masoned
into this unusual shape. It has a

polished face, sanded top and back,
with rustic sides.

131

650 Guild

An all polished low maintenance BLUE
PEARL granite circular vase.

132

654 Turned

An ITALIAN WHITE MARBLE vase with
raised heart for the inscription.

133

259 Dixon

An all polished low maintenance
EMERALD PEARL granite vase on a
plinth. This material displays a fine

combination of deep green
and blue colour.

134

261 Hayes
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An elegant MOSS GREEN granite
trough style rounded vase with an all

polished low maintenance finish.

711 Nicolson

136

A ROSEWOOD RED granite vase with
a bronze dove symbolising love, purity
and peace. It has an all polished low

maintenance finish.

706 Black

138

An all polished low maintenance
BLACK granite vase with a laser

etched angel and heart, ideal for a
family initial.

710 GS

139

An ITALIAN WHITE MARBLE vase in a
rubbed (non-reflective) finish.

708 King

143

A BROWN SANDSTONE vase in a
rubbed (non-reflective) finish.

260 Cox

137

135

A VERDE CANDEIAS granite vase with
attractive corner ornamentation
framing the inscription. It has a
polished face and top with the

remainder rustic.

649 Close

An all polished low maintenance BON
ACCORD DARK GREY granite sloping

book style wedge.

140

643 Riddle

A NORDEN GREY granite vase with a
polished top and face, and shaped

rustic sides.

141

648 Andrews

142

A BALMORAL RED granite vase
with a polished face and the

remainder sanded.

652 Mum
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An all polished low maintenance BLACK granite memorial with
laser etched roses (symbol of love), either side of the heart. The
heart is ideal for a family initial or two initials intertwined. The
matching kerbs and vase posts provide a private garden area.

702 Knight

147

As an alternative to small kerbs, this INDIAN JUPARANA granite
memorial has a small arc shaped ledger to complement the top
of the headstone, and an integrated facility for flowers. The circle
in the middle of the deeply carved flowers could be oval shaped

and is ideal for family initials or photo plaques. It has an all polished
low maintenance finish.

701 Arthur

146

This inexpensive memorial with matching garden kerbs is
illustrated in BON ACCORD DARK GREY granite. The memorial
has a polished face to the headstone, top of base and kerbs and

the remainder sanded (unpolished).

2001 Ellis

144

145

Illustrated in KARIN GREY granite, this memorial has kerbs to
provide a clearly defined perimeter and allow for a private garden
area. (Please ask a member of staff to check if kerbing is allowed

in your cemetery). The headstone has a deeply carved Celtic
ornament and a rustic margin to complement the inscription. The
headstone has a polished face, sanded back and rustic edges. The

base and kerbs have polished tops with rustic sides.

617 Campbell
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This ARCTIC GREEN granite memorial has a simple gilded line
to frame the lettering area. The headstone has a polished face,
sanded back and rustic edges. The base and kerbs have polished

tops with rustic sides.

703 Peterson

150

An all polished low maintenance ROSEWOOD RED granite
memorial. A polished chamfer across the top and down the sides
adds a distinguished feature to this shapely memorial. The front

of the base is splayed to facilitate a family name or text.

704 Charlton

151

ITALIAN WHITE MARBLE heart shaped memorial with matching
garden kerbs and vase. The memorial has a rubbed (non-reflective)
finish and is seen here with a fine example of a hand carved rose

ornament.

2002 Price

149

148

Illustrated in GLENABY GREY granite, this memorial has kerbs to
provide a clearly defined perimeter and allow for a private garden
area. (Please ask a member of staff to check if kerbing is allowed
in your cemetery). The headstone has deeply carved corner roses
with leaves climbing across the top, and has a polished face with
sanded sides and back. The base and kerbs have polished tops

with the remainder sanded (unpolished).

626 Gordon
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This contemporary wheel cross and kerbs is shown in ARCTIC
GREEN granite with a complementary tapered / weathered vase.

The memorial has a polished and rustic finish and the bottom
kerb features a family name set in a sunken panel.

841K Bayne

152

153
1003 Beattie
An all polished low maintenance BLACK granite memorial with
matching vase for flowers. The sun rays on the church window

ornament can be gilded if required.
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our staff will be pleased to advise you whether or not
full kerbs are permitted in your cemetery

154

A ROYAL RED granite book memorial with carved cord and tassel.
The memorial has an all polished low maintenance finish and is
shown with a sloping bottom kerb, suitable for additional lettering

space or a family name.

2007 Peers

Illustrated in KARIN GREY granite with an all polished low
maintenance finish. This memorial is shown with a white dove
perched within a heart cut through the headstone and a deeply

carved ornament on either side.

2012 Rockall

155
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An ITALIAN WHITE MARBLE memorial with carved rose ornament.
The memorial has a rubbed (non-reflective) finish and is shown

here with a sloping bottom kerb designed for a family name or text.

2005 Rodda

156

A modern design shown here in BOHUS PINK granite. This unusual
shaped memorial has an all polished finish and displays a carved
flower climbing a sanded wall and surrounding the inscription
panel. The sloping ledger and matching foot kerbs combine to

show traditional craftsmanship at its best.

2017 Williamson

157

memorials can be supplied with a
special ornament significant to your loved one
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This popular memorial is shown in BLACK granite with an all
polished finish for easy maintenance. The polished roses have

been outlined and gilded to complement the book design which
can be supplied with or without a cord and tassel.

2014 Baxter

159

158
Illustrated in BON ACCORD DARK GREY granite is this Latin cross
memorial which has a polished and sanded (unpolished) finish.
The lettered die has tapered sides and is complemented by the
matching vase. The sloping bottom section combines to provide

further lettering space if required.

2016 Blair
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This design is illustrated in AURORA granite. The colour variation
in the granite makes each memorial unique. This top quality

memorial displays fine, gentle curves throughout and
craftsmanship at its best. The all polished finish means it is

extremely easy to maintain and the complementary vase provides
the ideal solution for flowers.

2011 Ledgerwood

161

A top quality BEST SWEDISH EBONY granite memorial and vase
with an all polished low maintenance finish. It is shown here with
a figure ornament that has been etched using laser technology

for photographic detail and accuracy.

2005 Hayward

160
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a memorial is erected to honour a life- not just to record a death

This value for money memorial is illustrated in BON ACCORD
DARK GREY granite with a polished and sanded (unpolished) finish.

1005 Harvey 162

This all polished memorial with matching vase and cover slab is
illustrated in BALMORAL RED granite. The deeply carved ornament
has been carefully cut to create a scroll panel for the inscription.

1001 Watkins

163
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Illustrated in BLACK granite, this modern memorial displays a
large polished cross within a beautifully shaped headstone. The
base has rounded shoulders to complement the headstone. It has

an all polished low maintenance finish.

2021 Rice

165
most ornaments

and materials are
interchangeable

An ITALIAN WHITE MARBLE memorial with fully carved book panel
and cord and tassel, for the inscription. The hand carved rose

ornament (symbol of love) is complemented on the double vase.
It has a rubbed (non-reflective) finish.

2010 Capehorn

164
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A modern design illustrated in INDIAN JUPARANA granite. The
colour variation in this granite makes each memorial unique. It

has an all polished low maintenance finish.

2020 Bathgate

167

An all polished low maintenance finish memorial, shown here in
AMADEUS granite. It has a special chamfered edge feature to

enhance the shape of the headstone and the deeply carved floral
ornament. It has a matching ornament on the vase post.

2006 Ainscow

166
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A MOSS GREEN granite memorial incorporating an outline of a
heart with a Celtic cross and deeply carved floral

ornament. Shown here in an all polished low maintenance finish.

2009 Gledhill

169

168

This memorial is illustrated in NORDEN GREY granite and features a rustic
margin to add emphasis to the inscription panel and displays a matching
vase. The headstone has a polished face, sanded back and the remainder

rustic. The kerbs are all rustic.

1009 Grant
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GLENABY GREY granite memorial with an all polished finish for
easy maintenance. The figure ornament has been etched using

laser technology to provide photographic quality and detail.

1010 Probyn

170

This heart shaped memorial is illustrated in BLUE PEARL granite
and is masoned to show this wonderful material at its best. It has
an all polished finish with floral ornament and complementary

vase.

2008 Walton

171
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Illustrated in INDIAN DAKOTA granite, this unique design has been
hand carved to resemble wooden logs. The matching log vases

provide an eye catching facility for flowers. Can be sold with one
vase if preferred.

2023 Hyde

172

This spectacular BLUE PEARL granite memorial has an all polished
low maintenance finish. The sloping book at the foot of the memorial
serves as the main lettering area, with additional lettering space
either side of the candle area. A glass and granite candle box can

be slotted in where the candle is shown if preferred.

2022 Faloutsos

173
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There are many ways of wording an inscription. Examples are shown on the memorials within this brochure.
Please note: These inscriptions have been produced using computer graphics in an attempt to give an indication

of the size, colour and style of letters available.
Our staff can assist in composing an appropriate inscription unique to your memories.

examples of lettering

typical inscriptions

texts & verses
Loves last gift remembrance

Resting where no shadows fall
Gone but not forgotten
Jesus called a little child
Forever in our thoughts

Reunited
Always remembered
Until the day dawns
Peace perfect peace

Grant him Thy eternal rest
So dearly loved, so greatly missed

Remembered with a smile
At rest

In God's keeping
Rest in peace
Forever young

Requiescat in pace
Simply the best

In his will is our peace
Great loves live on

Too dearly loved to be forgotten

His life a beautiful memory,
His absence a silent grief

Gone from our home
But not from our hearts

Gone is the face we loved so dear,
Silent the voice we loved to hear

A tiny flower lent, not given
To bud in earth and bloom in heaven

To live in the hearts of those we leave,
Is not to die

Do not go gentle into that good night,
Old age should burn and rave at close of day;

Rage, rage against the dying of the light.
Dylan Thomas

As a day well spent brings blessed sleep,
So a life well lived brings a blessed death

Leonardo de Vinci
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examples of laser etching
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examples of shape carved & sandblast ornaments
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other granite products
furniture & ornaments

water feature

tables & chairs

frog

eagle

lantern

gifts

pens

watches

laser portrait

war memorials

remembering servicemen

garden
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benches

golf tee markers

add prestige to your golf course

community projects

water fountain

the opening of a school library

miners memorial

corporate & private signs

for successful businesses…

and proud homes

pet memorials

for pet cemeteries or your garden
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we use industry approved methods of fixing

one of several industry approved methods of fixing memorials
There are various approved methods, some of which vary from area to area. These fixing methods combat vandalism

and provide greater stability in the event of ground movement.

all our memorials are erected with skill and great care
We use an approved method of fixing as standard, giving you the confidence and added reassurance that when we erect

your memorial it will remain erected for the longest possible time.
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